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Rocky Mountain Loop - Arches & Canyons 

Delicate Arch, Arches National Park, Utah 
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Rocky Mountain Loop Rocky Mountain Loop Rocky Mountain Loop ---   Arches & CanyonsArches & CanyonsArches & Canyons   
Colorado NM, Fisher Towers NRA, Arches National Park & Canyonlands National Park 

The early morning is bright with sharp blue skies that 
have been scrubbed clean from the daily storms that roll 
through Colorado almost every summer afternoon.  As I’m 
strapping down the camera bag on the back of my bike I 
look across the valley to the Front Range of the Rocky 
Mountains.  We have a terrific view from our vantage 
point of the snow-capped peaks that stand like an 
imposing wall in the distance.  The Rockies have recorded 
the largest snow pack in over 80 years and I can still see a 

lot of snow on the peaks. We enjoyed some of that snow 
while skiing over the winter and we’re really looking 
forward to riding into that wonderland. 

While Sandy finishes strapping gear on her bike Ken, 
Joan and Grace are loading up the car.  This is one of those 
rare occasions we have a trail car for one of our motorcycle 
journeys and it’s nice to be able to bring some extra gear.  
One thing we’ve learned about riding in the Rockies is that 
within an hour you can literally go from the dry scorching 

RATING:  

MILES: 550 

TIME: 3 days 

views of the vast 1,000 square mile South Park Basin from Kenosha Pass 
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hot summer temperatures to freezing cold that can drop 
snow or sleet on you at any time; so, a few extra layers may 
come in handy. 

The Rockies are a major mountain range over 3,000 
miles long extending from New Mexico into western 
Canada.  They dominate the western half of Colorado 
across to the Wasatch Mountain Range near Salt Lake City, 
Utah.  Colorado boasts the densest proliferation of 
prominent mountain peaks, with an astonishing 53 
summits of at least 14,000 feet of elevation, called 
“fourteeners.”  The mountain passes between these peaks 
blazed by intrepid pioneers, gold & silver miners, and 
railroads led to the creation of an incredible network of 
roads that are a motorcyclist’s dream. 

We enter the Front Range on US-285 as we leave the 
dense environ of Denver suburbia and are immediately 
surrounded by the towering mountains.  The road winds 
through the river valleys eventually gaining elevation as we 
approach our first breathtaking view from within – Kenosha 
Pass that overlooks the vast South Park Basin.   

The South Park is enormous - a 1,000 square mile 
grassland high in the Rockies surrounded by snow-capped 
ranges.  South Park is also known for the eponymous 

animated television series whose writers grew up in the 
nearby town of Fairplay. We ride down into the basin 
across its northern perimeter passing vast cattle, horse and 
bison ranches.  The views across the basin are stunning; in 
all directions to the far horizon we are surrounded by 
mountain ranges that loom over the lush green grassland.   

We pierce the Mosquito range of those mountains and 
enjoy a few miles of twisties as we cross over into Buena 
Vista and the headwaters of the Arkansas River.  The 
imposing Collegiate Peaks stand sentinel over the town 
with nine peaks over 14,000 feet in elevation.  We turn 
north onto US-24, the Collegiate Peaks Scenic Byway, and 
ride through the narrow river valley as the mountain ranges 
to our sides begin to close in.   

Turning west on CO-82, the Top of the Rockies Scenic 
Byway, towards Independence Pass we are enveloped by the 
dense forest and are immersed in its strong pine aromas.  
We stop in the historic mining town of Twin Lakes to 
admire the scenery and add a couple of layers – even 
though it’s sunny and quite warm we know that as we ride 
up to the pass the temperature will drop, a lot.  We ride 
through the steep narrow valley with towering mountains 
on both sides as the tight switchbacks become more intense 

the Collegiate Peaks with the 14,204’ Mt Princeton overlooking Buena Vista 
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views of the Sawatch Range from the historic mining town of Twin Lakes 
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this red barn and farm is nestled in the narrow valley that backs up to Mount Elbert, the highest summit in the 
Rocky Mountains 
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and challenging with steep drop-offs, only 
periodic guardrails, and a remarkable 6.5% 
grade – thrilling to say the least. 

The temperature does drop significantly as 
we gain elevation and we’re glad we added 
those extra layers.  As we break above the tree 
line into the Alpine tundra we are amazed at 
the vast stretches of snow that remain.  At 
12,095 feet Independence Pass is the second 
highest paved mountain pass in Colorado and 
is only open during the summer months.    

There are several people with skis and 
snowboards who have been climbing up the 
ridgelines and riding down.  They said the 
conditions are terrific – soft snow with only a 
little slushiness at the bottom.  Cool! 

We continue west through another stretch 
of steep, narrow twisties.  The road is well 
engineered and we glide through the sharp 
curves effortlessly as we pass by the ghost 
town of Independence and the few remnants 
of the mining community that briefly existed 
during the 1880s.   

We blitz through the glitzy resort town of 
Aspen navigating as quickly as we can through 
the dense traffic of overly pretentious luxury 
autos and equally ostentatious tourists.  On 

the deep snow that still remained attracted several intrepid skiers and snowboarders willing to make the hike 

view of Mt Elbert, the highest peak in the Rocky Mountains, from Independence Pass; notice the tight 
switchbacks of CO-82 on the left, but also note the thin line of the road in the bottom of the valley -  that’s a 
long way down! 
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only a few fairly well preserved buildings remain of the circa 1880s mining town of Independence near 
Independence Pass; the brutal winters and lack of gold finds eventually doomed the small town 

the other side of town we stop for lunch at the Woody 
Creek Tavern.  This local fixture is a popular hang-out 
made moderately famous by a frequent patron, Hunter S 
Thompson a writer who created the style of writing known 
as Gonzo journalism.  My brother Greg was an admirer of 
Thompson’s writing and style.  So, we enjoyed a pleasant 
lunch in this eclectic establishment and a toast to Greg’s 
memory.   

After a pleasant seventy mile high speed ride on west I-
70 alongside the Colorado River we turn off onto south 45-
1/2 Road (really, that’s the name of the road) and onto CO-
65, the Grand Mesa Scenic Byway, for some fun on the 
Grand Mesa.  We ride across the relatively flat river basin 
towards the steep face of the mesa in the distance. 

The Grand Mesa is the largest mesa in the world 
encompassing over 500 square miles that stretches for 
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view from the top of Grand Mesa dotted by mountain lakes and covered in dense Englemann Spruce forest 

Woody Creek Tavern 
2858 Upper River Road 

Woody Creek, CO   
www.woodycreektavern.com 

A local landmark restaurant and watering 
hole that offers a quirky atmosphere, friendly 
staff, and a tasty menu of simple fare.  
Situated near Aspen along the Roaring Fork 
River and a bicycle path it is a popular 
stopping point. 

about 40 miles; with a maximum elevation of over 11,000 feet it is also one 
of the highest mesas in the world.  The terrain quickly transitions from 
hardscrabble scrub to dense Engelmann Spruce and a plethora of jewel 
like mountain lakes.   

We ride through an extended series of steep tight switchbacks along 
the steep face of the mesa.  The towering Engelmann Spruce trees seem 
impossibly high as they soar over 200 feet above us.  The characteristics of 
this slow growing high altitude pine tree make it a popular wood for 
acoustic guitars. 

The combination of the high altitude and the descending late 
afternoon sun makes for a chilly ride, especially since the mesa still has 
large areas of snow on the ground.  We crest the top of the mesa at about 
10,800 feet before we begin the steep twisty descent on the southern side 
into the town of Cedaredge.  Backtracking our route to I-70 west we roll 
into Grand Junction for the night as the sun begins to set and we finish up 
the day’s 400 mile ride across the heart of Colorado. 

We arise to another beautiful summer day with clear blue skies and 
the cool morning temperatures that hint of the heat that will come as the 
sun continues its circuit.  Grand Junction is on the edge of the Colorado 
Plateau, a large desert region that extends along the Rocky Mountains 
down into New Mexico and west to the Wasatch Mountains in Utah and 
the Mogollon Rim in northern Arizona.  The region boasts the greatest 
concentration of national parks, monuments and recreations replete with 
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the late afternoon sun lights up Island Lake high atop the Grand Mesa 
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beautiful red rock formations, canyons, buttes, arches, 
natural bridges and the weird geology of hoodoos, domes, 
goblins, fins and reefs. 

This morning we ride into one of those monuments – 
the Colorado National Monument and its spectacular 
canyons cut deep into sandstone and granite by eons of 
erosion that have created fascinating formations.  The 
imposingly steep canyon walls are almost 2,000 feet above 
the valley floor as we ride towards the monument’s 
southern entrance.  The steep and exceptionally twisty 
ride up the canyon face to the rim is thrilling.   

The 23 mile Rim Rock Drive traces the canyon 
perimeters as it winds past numerous panoramic 
overlooks.  We spend a couple of hours stopping at 
several overlooks and clambering around the rocks and 
the canyon edges.  The views are breathtaking in the early 
morning light – buttes, monoliths, and deep canyons with 
the western edge of the Rocky Mountains as a backdrop 

from the valley looking up to the flat topped mesas of Colorado National Monument 

the steep Rim Rock Drive clings precariously to the  
vertical cliff face as it climbs up to the rim 

Sandy posing at the entrance to the Colorado 
National Monument 
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Independence Monument the Coke Ovens 
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Sandy enjoying the sweepers twisted juniper seems to grow right out of the rock 

the eons of erosion 
created a myriad of 
bizarre and 
interesting 
formations; the 
morning light causes 
the sandstone glow 
behind  the slim finger 
of rock that has 
somehow survived the 
ages 
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Ken shows off his free climbing prowess! 

in the distance.  We then get to enjoy another terrific twisty ride 
down to the canyon floor and across the desert. 

Our journey continues west on I-70 into Utah then south on UT
-128, the Upper Colorado River Scenic Byway.  This picturesque 
byway follows the Colorado River for 50 miles through stunning 
red rock canyons and the Fisher Towers National Recreation Area.  
The Colorado is running very high and fast due to the unusually 
large snowpack that is still melting, but that doesn’t stop the many 
kayakers and rafters from enjoying a run down the river.  The 
narrow canyons tower above us and we can see the snowcapped La 
Sal Mountains in the distance.  The red sandstone towers and 
pillars of Fisher Towers serves as our picnic area for lunch; 
although much to our dismay there is no cover from the intense 
summer sun – only a small juniper tree that offers a little bit of 
shade. 

The byway continues along the Colorado River along the 
backside of Arches National Park before terminating in the nearby 
town of Moab.  For the next two days we enjoy our exploration of 
Arches National Park and the Island in the Sky district of 
Canyonlands National Park; including a half-day rafting trip down 
the Colorado River. 

We ride and hike around the parks from sunrise to sunset 
enjoying the magnificent arches, windows, and other interesting 

the Colorado River runs high from snowmelt along side  the 
sandstone spires  of Fisher Towers with the snow streaked 

peaks of the La Sal Mountains rising in the far distance 
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formations.  The hike to Delicate Arch is 
particularly enjoyable as we clamber 
over long stretches of slick rock and 
catch the arch at sunset as the deep red 
colors of the sandstone brightly blaze 
and then quickly become hidden in 
darkness. 

Part 2 of our Rocky Mountain Loop 
continues our journey from Arches 
National Park back into the heart of the 
gold and silver mining country of the 
Rocky Mountains.  RTR 

the Cutler Sandstone that forms this 
fantasyland of nature’s handiwork of towers 
and spires in the Fisher Towers NRA  is a top 
mountain climbing destination, known for its 
high difficulty level and dangerous routes 
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the Titan Tower is the largest free standing tower in North America and one of the top rock climbing 
destinations, especially the dangerous and difficult Finger of Fate route 
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fantasyland of sandstone formations in the Fisher Towers NRA 
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Balanced Rock, Arches National Park 
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looking through the Turret Arch at sunset; notice the small hole to the left that looks like it was drilled  
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(above and left) the sandstone  
turns a fiery red as the sun begins 
to set creating a furnace like 
effect across the bizarre 
landscape of tortured dunes 
 
 
 
(bottom) when the region was 
covered in water eons ago, the 
water carved amazing paths 
through the solid rock creating 
interesting spyholes and caves 
that catch the last light of the 
day;  note the interesting pebble 
in the left window—this photo 
was taken with a very long lens 
(800 mm) and that pebble is really 
a large bolder! 
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the iconic 
Mesa Arch at 
sunrise; this 
arch is 
extraordinary 
in that its 
underside is  
perfectly 
positioned to 
reflect the 
sun’s ray’s in a 
blaze of 
orange and 
red glory for a 
few minutes at 
sunrise  
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the ray’s of sunrise light up the underside of the Mesa Arch in a blaze of fiery red and orange 
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the sculpted mesa and buttes from the Grand View Point Overlook 
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the Green River continues its relentless trek through the canyons towards its confluence with the Colorado River  
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just before the sun crested the top of the mesas the canyons below were shrouded in eerie  light and shadow  

the deep Buck Canyon with the La Sal Mountains in the background 
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the Delicate Arch at sunset 
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we were treated to a fiery colorful sunset as rain clouds formed overhead 
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ROADS 

Excellently maintained roads; well designed with properly banked 
sweepers and twisties.  Scattered road construction, but did not 
cause any delays or challenges. 

 
SCENERY 

Beautiful panoramas from mountain overlooks with lush valleys.  
The sandstone mesas and canyons are breathtaking. 

 
AMENITIES 

Food, fuel and lodging are available throughout, especially along the 
I-70 corridor.  Good cell phone coverage in populated areas, but 
spotty to non-existent in the mountains or remote regions. 

story and photography by Don Metz 
wildlife photos by Sandy Zacarias-Metz 

Greg, our brother and friend—we miss you man 

Colorado National Monument 

Kenosha Pass 

Grand Mesa 

Independence Pass 

Canyonlands National Park 

Fisher Towers NRA 

Arches National Park 


